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and finally, a brand new artist has been added to the knife website. we are very excited to announce that we have added a new artist, the dandy warhols to our website. please visit for more information. we are proud to announce that we have added a brand new artist to the knife website. we are very excited to announce that we have added a new artist, the dandy warhols to our website. please visit for more information. we have just released an all-new single. it's been 10 years since
the knife released their first single 'get the girl'. and now they bring you 'caitlin' in a brand new version. the original version is also available here. release date is 30th october in north america and 31st october everywhere else. on september 30th, knife rights will release an all-new version of 'don't you bring the family around here', the first single from the album 'caitlin' by the knife. the original is available here. release date is 30th october in north america and 31st october everywhere

else. phew. we finished our first blog post, we hope you like it. so what do you think? 'the knife' are one of my favorite bands. i have been very fortunate to see the band a few times and they are one of the best live bands i have seen. i hope you like it, and if you do, you can follow us on twitter @kniferights for future posts. we have recently released an all-new remix of the song 'the knife'. original available here, and new version available here. release date is october 30th in north america
and october 31st everywhere else.
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embracing the same philosophy of innovation, we have also been developing a dedicated and effective product development process to ensure that we are the premier purveyor of top-quality knives in the global marketplace. whether it be designing the perfect knife for your
next endeavor or developing a new and exciting kitchen tool, the we knife brand has been and will always be the pioneer of cutting-edge culinary technology. we are dedicated to providing you with the best cutlery, utensils and kitchen tools to make all of your culinary and

culinary-related tasks quick, easy, fun and enjoyable. from the simplest of tasks to the most complicated of recipes, we provide you with the best tools to prepare your food with the utmost of convenience and efficiency. the leading edge of the knife market, first cutlery corp.
is the world’s largest knife manufacturer and a leading brand in the industry. our cutlery products have been used to serve food since the stone age. welcome to the boker knife company. we are a leading manufacturer and distributor of cutlery products. from kitchen knives
to bar cutlery to accessories, we offer a wide selection of high quality products that are designed to perform flawlessly and last a lifetime. signed up on a good deal, we first jumped at the chance to do a bulk order for the new 2nd generation. the knife was so good, we had to
get more. it immediately became our primary carry. the quality and craftsmanship, the perfect balance of handle and blade, the paring blade and the addition of a tang, the full tang handle are some of the many features that make this knife great. grinds so smooth, it feels

like you're holding water. the edges roll on smooth and true. throwing knives are made to look their best at the target. the silhouette is bold, and the design is cool. the knife was engineered for speed and precision. we love the knife for what it is, a performance knife.
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